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Introduction
The GPS Rally Computer is an application for Apple iOS devices, including
iPhones and iPads, that perform the calculations in a Time-SpeedDistance (TSD) road rally such as those sanctioned by the Sports Car
Club of America (SCCA – www.scca.org). This software uses GPS to
measure distance, location, speed, and bearing.
As with any piece of rally equipment, the rally team should be thoroughly
familiar and comfortable with the GPS Rally Computer prior to using it in
an event. The rally team Navigator will be the principal user of the app and
its computations and information will be shared with the rally team Driver,
but the Driver should not physically handle this app while driving the car.
The GPS Rally Computer was designed to address the requirement for a
rally computer that is relatively inexpensive and simple to learn and use,
while containing enough features for more experienced competitors. The
user interface is modeled after the classic Zeron 660 and 880 rally
computers of yore. The generic name for rally apps with similar design is
the “Simple Rally Computer” or SRC.
Comments, questions, and suggestions for improvement of the app or this
document can be sent to mike@msyapps.com or via the feedback section
at the bottom of the MSYapps homepage at http://msyapps.com.

Quick Reference
This section is intended as a quick introduction to the GPS Rally
Computer app before and during an event. Button names or key label
names are shown in bold letters.

Before the Rally
On your mobile device, be sure that Location Services in set on.
Allow time for the device’s internal GPS receiver or third-party GPS
receiver to locate satellites and to start recording your location,
usually less than thirty seconds after allowing the app to get locations
in the background. Touch the GPS button to see that the GPS signals
are being received.
If you are using a third-party GPS receiver like the Dual 150 or 160
models, be sure that Bluetooth is turned on. Turn Wi-Fi off and, for
good measure, close all other apps on your device that may be open
or running in the background (see Apple instructions for closing
background apps).
Battery life is considerably shortened while using GPS, so plugging
your device into a 12 volt supply is a wise precaution.

At Registration
Touch the Settings button to select Time measurement as Minutes
and Seconds or Minutes and Cents. Verify that Distance will be
measured in either Miles or Kilometers. Touch the ⏰ reset button to
synchronize your device clock with the official rally clock.

At Start of Odometer Check
At the Starting Line, touch the Start Odo Check button to begin the
leg. The distance will then begin at zero and add accumulate as either
miles or kilometers as you move away. Notice that the triple-position

directional buttons below the distance will change from Park to
Forward ⬆ .

At End of Odometer Check
Touch the Stop Odo Check button and the triple-position directional
button will switch from Forward ⬆ to Park to freeze the Distance
measurement. Also, a popup-view will open showing the Distance
beneath the Car Odo label. You may either key in the official distance
for the odometer check leg beneath the Rally Odo label to have the
app compute the Odo Factor, or enter your own correction factor
using the keypad after touching the Set Factor Manually button.
Confirm the Odo Factor by touching the Save button when it is
visible.
The app will now correct the GPS distance readings to match that of
the Rally Master.

Starting the First Leg
You will start the first leg of the rally by touching the 1st CAST xx.xx
button. Remember that you may select Time, Speed (CAST), and
Distance for the first leg by touching the 1st CAST button to display
the TSD popup-up view. Select the variable to be set by touching a
black label like Start Time and then the table color will change to red
indicating that is now ready for keypad input.
When you are sure that the TSD inputs are correct, touch the 1st
CAST button to hide the popup view and have the current TSD inputs
as well as the CAST speed for the first leg displayed on the 1st CAST
xx.xx, where xx.xx will be 35.00 if you set the CAST to 35.00 mph or
kph.
Lastly, move to the starting point for the first leg and touch the 1st
CAST button to begin.

Changing Speeds (CAST)
While driving to the point where the next speed change or CAST will
take place, preset the TSD variables on the popup view that will
appear after touching the Next CAST button. As you did before you
began the first leg, hide the popup view by touching the Next CAST
button once again. Notice that the green button in the center of the
screen will now say next CAST xx.xx indicating that the CAST has
been set to the new speed and the Leg Distance and Start Time
variables have been changed as well.

Pause, Gain, or Time Allowance
As required in the Route Instructions or as you may chose optionally,
touch the Pause/Gain/TA button to reveal a popup view where these
conditions may be added with the keypad.

Transit Zones
In some events, you are told to “take 11 minutes to complete
instruction 87” with no average speed. Drive to the start of the transit
zone and touch Park from the triple-function travel direction button,
which will suspend or pause the accumulation of distance. Next,
touch the Pause/Gain/TA button and set the + Pause + time to 11
minutes plus the Time Error if you are currently Early (+) or minus the
Time Error if you are currently Late (–). The Time Error at the point at
which you touched the Park button is shown in the log # .
In this example, add say 30 seconds or 50 cents of Early (+) Time
Error to 11 minutes for a + Pause + time of 11:30 or 11.50. Plan to
complete instruction 87 when the Time Error reaches zero.
Now, while on route to the end of instruction 87, preset the Next
CAST for the end of the transit zone, leave the Start Time at zero,
and the Leg Distance at auto. Finally, when you reach the end of
instruction 87, touch the next Cast button to resume distance
accumulation and Computed Time changes based on distance.

At a Checkpoint (Control)
Touch the Control

$

Split button to record the time and other

variables and have these entered in the log # for informational
purposes and for recording progress along the rally course.
Touch the Control $ Split button and chose the Yes, Control for
new Stage response to indicate that you touched the button when
crossing the Checkpoint line.

Recovering from Going Off Course
Once you have determined that you have traveled off course, choose
a safe place to turn around. Touch the ⬇ Reverse button from the
triple-position buttons beneath the Distance measurement. Now,
double back over the course until you return to the proper course and
then touch the Forward ⬆ button from the triple-position buttons.
While in ⬇ Reverse, the distance travelled will be subtracted, the
Computed Time will decrease, and Time Error early or late will
compute based on the new distance travelled. If you wish to take a
Time Allowance, you will find the Time, Distance, and Time Error at
which the ⬇ Reverse and Forward ⬆ buttons were touched from
which you can estimate a reasonable Time Allowance to choose and
enter in the appropriate place in the Pause/Gain/TA popup view.

Adjusting the Odometer Reading
At times, it may be desirable to adjust the odometer slightly to match
the official distances shown in the Route Instructions. Use the red
Pause to Adj button to pause the display of Distance and then, as
necessary, touch the + or – buttons to make the small incremental
adjustment. Touch the green Resume Odo button to continue
accumulating distance with the just completed adjustment.

Screenshots and
Reference Information
Here are examples of screenshots for each popup view along with
information about the key features of each.

Main Screen at Startup

Menu bar at top:
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Popup buttons in the center: gps
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Grey views with buttons and information:
On the left are time-related functions and displays including Time
Error at the top, Computed Time and Time of Day below, and
Pause/Gain/TA and Control $ Split buttons at the bottom.
In the center are CAST and related buttons that start time and
distance computations including Start Odo Check and CAST.
Also, if a Starting Time is included with a 1st CAST or Next
CAST, a Countdown to CAST clock view will appear in a grey
view.

On the upper right are distance-related buttons and information
included the GPS-computed distance in miles or kilometers, the
triple-function travel direction buttons ( ⬇ Reverse, Park, and
Forward ⬆ ), Leg Distance with the user-specified inputs
showing current starting distance on the left and next starting
distance on the right (auto means that the distance has or will not
be reset upon CAST), and buttons allowing fine adjustment to the
running distance.
On the lower right are CAST speed buttons and amounts as well
as Start Time information modified on and received from the TSD
input view that is shown when you touch either the 1st CAST or
Next CAST buttons.
Depending upon the rally situation, for example, following the 1st
CAST, the various buttons and information will be shown with bold
colored backgrounds or be greyed out. When bold colored, the
buttons will be active and the information will pertain to the current
rally situation. Otherwise, when greyed out, the buttons will be
inactive and the information will not be applicable to the current
situation.

Main Screen While Running

Active buttons are shown with a bold colored background. Inactive
buttons are shown greyed out.
When a Start Time for the 1st CAST or Next CAST is non-zero, a
Countdown to CAST view will be displayed.
The yellow CAST A or M button means that you may chose to have
the Next CAST take place Automatically (A) when the countdown
clock reaches zero or Manually (M) by touching the next CAST xx.xx
button that will be displayed after you touch the yellow button. This
yellow button only shows when a next Start Time is non-zero.

Reset Clock or App Inputs

Touch the

⏰

reset button to close the input view.

To start a new rally or to clear a running rally and reset all variables
and displays to their appropriate starting conditions, first touch the
padlock icon. Next, touch the Reset App button and approve or
disapprove the resetting of starting conditions as you wish.
You can also touch the
Reset App button.

,

+

unlocked padlock icon to deactivate the

Synchronize the device internal clock with the official rally clock by
adding or subtracting decimal seconds or decimal cents by means of
the up - and down . arrow buttons.
The Adjusted T.O.D. device clock will reflect the changes you have
made and you can see the comparisons to the Unadjusted T.O.D.
clock on the view.
Touch the

⏰

reset button to close the input view.

App Settings Inputs
Set these measurements and
other options in the mobile
device Settings/Preferences as
follows:
Touch the appropriate
measurements to toggle between
choices and then open the app
itself. You’ll notice that various
labels beside numbers will
conform to the measurements
you’ve set in the Preferences.
In this example, the Distance
measurement is in Miles and the
Time is measured in Minutes and
Seconds.
Also, both Minutes and
Distance are displayed to Two
Digit precision, i.e. whole
Seconds or Cents.

Map Display

Touch the map

'

button to show the display.

The display is a street map with balloons to indicate the location and
log # number of the split.
Touch the map

'

button to hide the display.

Odometer Adjustments While Running

Touch the

(

odo

☑

button to show the input view while running.

From time to time you may need to make small or large adjustments
to the recorded distance. When the view opens, the Car Odo reading
will be that which was available when the ( odo ☑ button was
touched.
Use the keypad to adjust the Rally Odo as required, for example, to
match some distance measure given in the Rally Instructions as a
landmark.
When the Rally Odo input is correct, touch the Sync Odos, Car =
Rally button to set or apply the corrected distance.
Touch the

(

odo

☑

button to hide the input view while running.

GPS Information Display

Touch the gps

*

button to show the display.

GPS Info from Apple: GPS data are generated by the device’s
internal GPS receiver.
Apple battery: iOS device battery level as a percent.
GPS Info from Dual: GPS data are generated from a Dual GPS
receiver.
Dual battery: Dual GPS receiver battery level as a percent.
Latitude & Longitude: Measurement in degrees.
Heading: Current compass direction in which the car is traveling and
blank when parked.
Speed: Current speed in miles or kilometers per hour and blank when
parked.
Touch the gps

*

button to hide the display.

Log Display

Touch the log

#

button to show the display.

Various actions initiated automatically or by user-touched buttons will
trigger an entry in this log table.
Reading from left to right, the columns in the table show a row
number, an action taken, a Time of Day indication in minutes and
seconds or cents, a CAST Speed, a Distance, a Pause/Gain (or
Time Allowance) time also in minutes and seconds or cents, and an
Error Time in seconds or cents either Early (+) or Late (–) or zero, if
on time.
Touch the log

#

button to hide the display.

Odometer Factor Input

Touch the ( odo ☑ button to show the input view during an
Odometer Check leg.
Also, this input view will appear when you touch the Stop Odo Check
button.
The current GPS-generated distance will display within the Car Odo
box.
Use the numerical keypad to input the official Rally Odo distance.
Then, the Odo Factor will be computed by dividing the Car Odo by
the Rally Odo. The allowable range of the Odo Factor is between 0.8
and 1.2 inclusive.
You may Set Factor Manually by touching the button and the keypad
and finish the input by touching the Done Setting Factor button
Touch the Save button, if available, to close the input view.
Alternatively, touch the ( odo ☑ button, if available, to close the
input view.

Time Speed Distance Inputs

Touch the active 1st CAST or Next CAST button to show the input
view.
Touch any of the three boxes, Odo Dist, CAST, or Start Time, and
the background color of the box and color of the numbers will change
to red indicating that that number can now be changed with the
numerical keypad.
To help you chose the next Starting Time, the current T.O.D. minutes
and seconds or cents is displayed at the top of the view.
Notes about the TSD variables are shown above the keypad for your
assistance in making inputs.
An Odo Dist input of auto means that the distance will continue to
accumulate after the CAST button is touched.
Touch the active 1st CAST or Next CAST button to hide the input
view and display the chosen settings for Leg Distance (non-zero or
auto), CAST, and Start Time.

Pause/Gain/TimeAllowance Inputs

Touch the Pause/Gain/TA button to show the input view.
Choose a Time Allowance or a + Pause/Gain – with the toggle
button at the top of the view.
Enter a time in minutes and seconds or minutes and cents with the
keypad.
If desired, clear a time input with the Cancel P/G or Cancel T.A.
button.
Time input will only be recorded in the log # and used in
computations after you touch the Apply P/G or Apply T.A. button.
Total cumulative time between Controls for either Pause/Gain or
Time Allowances can be returned to zero by touching the Δt / P/G
or T.A. / Δt buttons when active.
Touch the Pause/Gain/TA button to hide the input view.

Control or Split Choices

Touch the Control $ Split button to show choices: No, cancel
Control or Split; Yes, Control for new Stage; or Yes, Split to
record current data.
The time for a Split or a Control will be recorded in the log
the button is touched.

#

when

If the choice is Yes, Control for new Stage, distance will be set to
zero and the next Start Time will be advanced by 5 minutes, which
you can modify when the following view appears.

